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MOBILedit Forensic  
PRODUCT LINE
FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

Camera Ballistics

Camera Ballistics is a unique product that uses advanced algorithms and cutting-edge 

technology to determine if a photo was truly taken by a suspected camera or not. By 

creating a camera sensor fingerprint, C amera B allistics w ill c ompare t he p hotos u nder 

investigation to the sensor fingerprint to determine if there is a match. The new Camera 

Ballistics 2 comes with a new generation of algorithms. It is more accurate, much faster, 

resize independent, 64-bits, brings concurrent processing and much more. Also works with 

UFED and other tools.

Connection Kit

This is a special collection of custom-made USB cables 

that covers the vast majority of phones ever manufactured 

and possibly available among users today. Save valuable 

time that you would have spent searching for older cables 

because this collection also includes discontinued and 

even ancient models. Everything is designed to allow for 

convenient and trouble-free work. The cables are short 

and well-labeled. The briefcase is lightweight with build 

quality ready to handle the most rugged everyday usage.

Smartwatch Kit

With the rise of popularity of smart devices, smart watch 

forensics starts to play an important role in the discipline of 

digital forensics. MOBILedit Forensic is able to read data 

directly from Apple Watch, Garmin, Samsung, Alcatel, 

TCL and others smart watches! This kit contains special 

readers, cables and accessories that are now available 

to buy as a bundle in the new Smartwatch Kit. With the 

combination of special connectors and MOBILedit 

Forensic you will be able to extract valuable information 

from the most popular smart watches.

Forensic



MOBILedit Forensic

All-in-one forensic tool for physical and logical analysis
MOBILedit Forensic is an all-in-one solution for data extraction from phones, smartwatches 

and clouds. It utilizes both physical and logical data acquisition, has excellent application 

analysis, deleted data recovery, a wide range of supported devices, fine-tuned reports, 

concurrent processing, and easy-to-use interface. With a brand new approach, MOBILedit 

Forensic is much stronger in security bypassing than ever before. 

MOBILedit Forensic offers maximum functionality at a fraction of the price of other tools. It can 

be used as the only tool in a lab or as an enhancement to other tools with its data compatibility. 

When integrated with Camera Ballistics it scientifically analyzes camera photo origins. 

License comes with 12 months of all updates and upgrades, including the Live Updates 

service. Updates cost 50 % of a license price. License is perpetual. Number of phones 

you can connect isn’t limited and there is no per-phone fee. Activation is online, with an 

activation key you receive by email after the purchase. Dongle activation for network 

isolated computers is also supported.

MOBILedit Forensic PRO with Dongle

Includes the same functionality as MOBILedit Forensic PRO with the difference of the license 

being attached to a transferable USB dongle. Supports off-line activation.

Update Pack for MOBILedit Forensic PRO

Also applies for MOBILedit Forensic PRO with Dongle
12 months of software updates for MOBILedit Forensic PRO and MOBILedit Forensic PRO 

with Dongle. Includes Live Updates.

Update Pack for MOBILedit Forensic Standard

12 months of software updates for MOBILedit Forensic Standard. Includes Live Updates.

Online Training with Certification

For those interested in official certification, we make it available to you in a time-efficient 

and cost-effective way. You can learn online, discuss key questions with our lecturer during 

the consultation session and finish the certification process by taking and passing the exam.

MOBILedit Cloud Forensic

MOBILedit Cloud Forensic is our brand new product for cloud content acquisition to get 

all possible data! It supports the most popular cloud-based services such as Dropbox, 

Box, Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook 

Messenger, Slack and more. 

MOBILedit Cloud Analyzer is available in 2 editions:

• Integration with MOBILedit Forensic, or

• Standalone version

 

STANDARD Edition 

Standard edition is packed with the 

essentials – ideal for users who need  

a complete forensic tool, but might  

not need advanced functionality.

Unlimited phones

One-time license fee

12 months of updates

1 computer

Deleted data

App analysis

App downgrade

Physical analysis

Unlimited imports

PRO Edition

Pro edition is designed for users seeking 

advanced functionality – perfect for all 

law enforcement, industry experts and  

forensic professionals.

ALL FEATURES OF STANDARD PLUS:

Security bypassing

Photo object recognition

Face matcher

Malware detection

UFED support

Access Data integration

Cloud Forensic compatible

Camera Ballistics compatible

3rd-party Plugins


